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 Abstract: A broad appraisal of Larkin’s work between 1938 and 1945 suggests that the 

poems which were selected for publication in The North Ship were those which were more 

cautious and withdrawn in their attitudes to the war circumstances and therefore least 

controversial and least polemical. The horrible circumstances of the second World War, turned 

Larkin into a war poet who captured the harsh realities of a time when everything seemed to fall 

apart. The conditions of the 1940s diverted the interest of the young Larkin to a war-affected 

society. Larkin felt the need of the time and made sincere attempts to brood over his country both 

physically and psychologically. He was deeply out of sympathy with England and his earlier work 

should be read in light of the poet as a “wartime refugee” who wrote about a society affected by 

the situation of the 1940s.  

 

        Introduction 

 Alarmed by the overwhelming nature of contemporary reality, Philip Larkin has confined himself 

to the erupting fallout of the post-war decline. Like other Movements poets who were concerned 

with tracing the “ historical and social circumstances of their time.” ( Swarbrick  71), Larkin’s 

poetry too, cannot be “ abstracted from the social and political history of those post-war years.” as 

Regan rightly observes ( PL 23). Essentially “a wry commentator” on the straitened circumstances 

of contemporary Britain.” (Regan 12).   

  In fact, it might be argued that in the poetry of Philip Larkin, we not only see the image of 

T.S. Eliot’s The Wasteland, but also a clear delineation of modern existence affected by the war. 

Both poets connect the “conflicting images” of Britain’s loss of values: 

…in Philip Larkin we see most of the often conflicting impulses of modern British 

literature converging, and that his treating them with a peculiarly post-war 

perspective unavailable to the earlier modern constitutes his distinctive 

contribution to English literature in the twentieth century.  He thus becomes 

essential to the modern period, as he holds together those concerns and values 
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which connect major British writers between the two world wars much more 

strongly than did any radical literary stance often imputed to them.  

(Martin 146-147)  

Like T.S. Eliot, Larkin employs his poetic idiom to deal with an ugly world marred by the 

holocaust of the Second World War. There is an affinity between the observation of Larkin and 

T.S. Eliot. Both of them observe the land and their people deprived of cultural, social and moral 

values. While Larkin gives importance to cultural and social values, T.S. Eliot lays stress on moral 

and religious values. To both of them the modern world appears to be “The Wasteland” in which 

Larkin’s concerns are strongly related with the contemporary social texture.  

A confirmed realist who can be compared with a photographic realist in his attempt to represent 

things as they are, Larkin actually depicts them as they would be. As Kirkhan suggests, his poetry 

is rather “the marriage of faithful and disappointing realism with disappointed romanticism.” 

(Quoted from Brennan 109) This definition seems quite appropriate if we study his first volume, 

The North Ship, which reflects the “poet’s emotional response – resignation, disappointment, pain, 

bitterness, comparison, fellow-feeling in the face of the irremediable.” (Kirkhan, Quoted from 

Brennan 110). Therefore his poetry does not satisfy any aesthetic need, but makes us aware of the 

socio-political system of the England of his age.  

 Larkin’s distaste for his surroundings reveals a response similar to that of Eliot in dealing 

with a real and a contigent world. Like Eliot who was disturbed with the rootlessness of the 

modern world, Larkin too was dissatisfied with the post-war world.  

 

Larkin’s war circumstances: Much of Larkin’s work seems to be a social satire “marked 

by nostalgia” for the glorious past and shows his despair over the “decline of Britain” as a major 

concern. It is the product of the political and social trends of the 1950s in which Larkin played “the 

role of the national spokesman for post-war England” (Booth, PLW 3 ) His works can best be 

studied in the context of a conservative or nationalist ideology that prompts expressions like – “ 

Oh, I adore Mrs. Thather ... I feel deeply humiliated at living in a country that spends more on 

education than defence” ( Booth  PLW 4). During the war, he had stated that “the Germans system 

is, from all accounts, much more evil than last time” (Booth, PLW 11). Expressing a deep concern 

over recent happenings in an unpublished letter to J.B. Sutton, he wrote:  
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There is a lot in the paper today about what Russia, America, Russia, England, 

Russia, Germany and Russia are going to do with Germany after the war, but I 

haven’t bothered to read it I am solely concerned with the paradox of producing a 

fresh, spontaneous – seeming narrative out of  painful rewrites and corrections ... 

(Quoted from Booth, PLW 11)  

Three days after the war, Larkin sketched a cartoon reading a newspaper with the caption 

‘war’ which gave vent to his ideas about the war: 

 

We have all the hell of a way to go, both as artists and as human beings, And I 

somehow don’t think the Army will help, except in the purely negative way of 

steering you clear of a war complex. Fuck and bugger the war. 

and also : 

I wonder if suicide is very easy 

 (Quoted from Booth, PLW 16) 

His rejection in the Armed Forces provided some reasons for his disappointment and anxiety 

which took on the term of hatred for his own soldiers: 

 

Roars of a bestial nature from outside indicate that some of the British Army is in 

the vicinity. Poor bastards ... I fuck the army. Shag them all. 

(Quoted from Booth, PLW 16) 

He always saw the war as a big catastrophe because he was living under the onslaughts of 

circumstances beyond his control. This he admitted without any doubt: 

 

I have changed my poetic style, writing pompous, windy effusions of the war in the 

style of Stephen Spender.  

(Quoted from Booth, PLW 63) 

Larkin had much to do with the beginning and the end of the war. During the war, Larkin 

wrote a few poems, out of which, ‘Ultimatum’ was selected for publication in the Listener, which 

had much to do with the war and Britain’s role in it. He had also faced a crisis in his own career 

which the circumstances of war had permitted him to postpone. We can easily affirm his role as a 

poet of post-war Britain, for England during and after the war, was the source of his poems. This 
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was the time when he was surrounded by the holocaust, which gripped him tightly enough to cry 

for the nation and the culture. Bruce Martin puts this phase of Larkin’s writing in correct 

perspective by stating that: 

 

Larkin’s world is a recognizably post war British world....His poems casually note 

“crowds, colourless and careworn” ( ‘ Naturally the Foundation will Bear your 

Expenses’), or the   “ loud noon of cities” and “ children strewn on steps”  

(‘Ambulances’) to be found throughout Britain today... 

(31-32) 

This shows that Larkin represented the nation’s men and manners in much the same manner as 

Chaucer or Jane Austen. Time and what it brings were the preoccupations for Larkin. 

The years before and after the second World War produced a tragic and  miserable state in 

which the concerns of  British Society were centered around Britain’s decline as a world power 

and its consequent effects on public lives. Larkin’s despondency over these circumstances 

reflected a “ deep distaste for many aspects of England’s modern social democracy, including the 

loss of cultural and social prestige that accompanied the end of empire.” (Regan, CCE 14). 

Larkin’s thoughts were thus focused on the harsh realities of a time when Britain’s glory was 

eclipsed by the great loss of “ prestige”. As Blake Morrison puts it:  

 

Dependence on United States support during the war, the granting of independence 

to several commonwealth countries from 1947 to 1949, the Suez Crisis of 1956, the 

application for membership to the European Economic Community in 1961: these 

are all episodes in the story of Britain’s decline as a world force ... the loss of power 

was largely accepted by the postwar intelligentsia.... There was a public insistence 

on the inevitability of the dissolution of Empire.... But there was also nostalgia for 

the power which the country once enjoyed. 

(81-82) 

  

 Although Larkin is not a committed war poet, yet the later phase of the World War-II 

disturbed him so greatly that his entire poetry is somewhat gloomy, morbid and even  romantic 

(‘Within the dream you said’) in taste. Summing up the poetic themes of The North Ship, Andrew 
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Motion concludes:   

 

Their mood is invariably gloomy without justification, their time of day is dawn or 

dusk, their weather cold, rainy and windy, and their symbolic details monotonous ; 

water, stars, ice, ships, candles, dreams, hands and beds occur with extra-ordinary 

frequency and no distinguishing features –  

The War provided Larkin the beginning of “ a competitive struggle between the older 

industrial power of Britain… and the new outcoming consumerism, industrialization and 

socialism” (Draper 3). Among the English, active beliefs and ideas turned out to be dead in terms 

of “ empire building” and Welfare State, which in turn, “ masked a real decline” in the country. 

(Draper 3). Larkin wanted to capture what he saw during war years only to “ preserve … not for [ 

himself] but for the people who haven’t seen it or experienced it.” It was thus the experience that 

the poem attempted & preserved. His poem “seem more appropriate to the age than The Waste 

Land” as Martin rightly suggests (141). Through his poems, he shows the readers a gentle way of 

coping with reality by providing “an alternative to both romantic denial and nihilistic despair”. ( 

Martin 141). Deadly honest, he believed that man “must face the sad reality of a largely rootless 

twentieth century” because he had fully sensed the “radical crisis” of England (Martin 145). 

Heralding a spirit of change in post-war British society, Larkin’s prejudices against   “foreign 

poetry” and “abroad” show his deep rooted provincial English life. 

In a letter to his friend, the novelist and the poet, Kingsley Amis, Written on 19 October 

1943, Larkin had declared that he was the voice of England – “ the organ voice of Old England. 

The genital organ voice.” (SL 80). Larkin gave this declaration after the publication of his war 

poem – ‘ A Stone Church Damaged by a Bomb’. His concerns about the country make it quite 

necessary for his poetry to be satirical about men and manners which he would scoff at within  his 

own self, since even “ those aspects of the poetry that some critics have found wanting” such as “ 

its wry circumstance and parochial outlook” would become determine factors of briefing “ the 

authentic experience of a drab and disillusioned England” (Regan, CCE 1). The truth of this 

statement was later confirmed by Lisa Jardine when she acknowledged the:  

little Englandism he  [ Larkin] celebrates sits uneasily within our revised 

curriculum, which seeks to give all of our students, regardless of background, race 

or creed, a voice within British culture.  
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( Booth, PL 188).  

As a poet desirous of upholding England’s traditions and values, Larkin is highly critical of war 

and its possible effects on settled English felicities. As he observed in 1946: 

England still stands where she did, but a bigger mix up I can’t imagine. There’s a 

prospect of reducing the German diet to 7oo calories: even in Belsen people got 

800. And nobody trusts these dog-faced sods of Soviets: ugly soulless buggers they 

sound. 

(SL 115) 

Such conditions in England during and after the war, had led Larkin to ponder over the situation. 

Therefore he laid his hands over “life’s shortcomings … in keeping with the quietist mood of the 

post-war years” (Regan, CCE 1). In 1955 he began to feel like a fish out of water in the midst of 

prevailing socio-cultural conditions, possibly because at that time he might have been reading 

John Wain’s book, Living in the Present, but what he did express was the deep character of an 

English Citizen, because his poetry and personality determine his first priority as an Englishman. 

The events threatened the nation’s cultural identity, as he wrote almost a decade after the end of the 

war: 

I am feeling a bit out of sympathy with England at present- God, what a hole, what 

witless crapulous people, delivered over gagged and found to TV, motoring and 

Mackeson’s stout! This is partly due to dissatisfaction with where I live – one 

hideous room, the sort of room you’d get at Black-pool if you tried looking now 

and a kitchen the size and the quality of kitchen on an ancient, condemned one-man 

bugger. God knows how a single man lives unless he has five thou a year- even that 

income wouldn’t help much in Hull. It’s a frightful dump.   

(SL 245) 

Larkin admitted that he was, “interested in the Georgians,” largely because they 

“represented an ‘English tradition’ that was submerged by the double impact of the Great War and 

the Irish-American-Continental properties of Yeats and Eliot.”  (SL 380). Larkin’s such deep 

interest was genuine, for he had achieved after all status as the “representative spokesman of 

respectable, mainstream English culture” over which he “was never seriously contested” (Regan, 

CCE 2). 

The poems written between 1938 and 1945 could be viewd together for the first time as a 
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body of war-time writing worthy of serious critical attention. Larkin, viewed the war as an extra 

burden on the country with no visible benefit. At one point he was even sure that England would 

lose the war because of the deep impact it had over their lives. Larkin felt, “absolutely no spirit in 

the country.... [seemed] everything in a mess,”  (SL 33). He was deeply depressed about the war, 

“that seems so terrible and endless, and so sure to get worse before it ends …” (SL 61). When the 

anthology, Poetry from Oxford in Wartime, included all ten war-time poems that Larkin had 

submitted to its editor, it becomes quite evident that the poems were fit enough to catch the 

readers’ attention.  

Dead against the war, Larkin thought that the Germans were “fools and bastards” who were 

incapable of stopping the war. In fact he believed that given a chance, they would start “another 

war sooner or later.” (SL 94). He considered “food” as the major cause for war because the    

“infallible panacea for the world is food.” (SL 94) According to Larking if a man hunger is fully 

satisfied or “if a man is wel-fed he does not want to be bothered with insurrectionist’s political 

speeches,” (SL 94). Therefore, Larkin believed that the major reason that led to the outbreak of war 

was “food” directly or indirectly because if a man’s stomach is full he wants only “drink and a 

woman and some degree of art,” (SL 94) Commenting on the folly of the participation of England 

and Germany in the war, Larking said, “England’s mistake was to become rabbit like while 

keeping Germany rat-like.” (SL 95). Although the end of the war made him happy that the English 

had “come through” ... which six years ago I thought unlikely” (SL 105), Larkin was curious about 

the future. 

In a letter to Robert Conquest written on 28
th

 May 1955, Larkin admitted that the poetry he 

wrote during the war was not of a high quality, and that Conquest was,   “ quite right in stressing 

the poor quality of poetry during the war- a period which can land the poetry of Keyes is no period 

for me -”  (SL 241). Nevertheless he confessed:  

 

Perhaps this was a product of the hysterias and insecurities associated with the 

time. On the other hand, I am not quite so happy when you suggest that ‘we’ have 

returned to ‘ the principal that poetry is written by and for the whole man’; I don’t 

think ‘our’ poetry stands up for a single second, in this respect, alongside poets who 

I should say did adopt that principle – Owen, Hopkins, Hardy, Edward Thomas –  

(SL 241) 
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Larkin’s view suggests that he would be able to sustain himself as a war poet and desired to have:   

“A fuller and more sensitive response to life as it appears from day to day” (SL 242), Which would 

articulate:   

 

the changed ideals and experiences of post-war society : a rational, vigilant poetry, 

responsive to a new physical and mental landscape 

(Regan, CCE 1) 

 Larkin’s War Poetry: In an unpublished poem written just after the end of the war, Larkin 

expressed his anguish over all those who are dead and gone Commenting on the poem, Larkin 

wrote to Kingsley Amis on 22 August 1945 that, “ I have begun a sonnet that will make you 

unhappy.” (SL 108). A draft of this unpublished poem appeared in Larkin’s Manuscript Notebook, 

dated 20-30 August 1945. Six lines of this unpublished poem are a kind of memorial to the 

deceased soldiers : 

    

The dead are lost, unraveled ; but if a voice 

Could shake them back, reshape each sunless bone 

To cage a mind, and offer them a choice  

Of painful walking on the earth again, 

Or, once more, death – how their sad eagerness 

Would beat against this life! 

(SL 108) 

Larkin’s workbook reveals the kind of writing which he engaged in during the war: 

 

These poems were written under the context of war – a context all but invisible in 

Larkin’s selection of poems for The North Ship. The manuscript shows that Larkin 

wrote a number of poems quite directly concerned with the war.  

(Swarbrick  9)  

‘Leave’ is one such early poem written in 1942 which describes the return of a serviceman 

to his home. However its conclusion portrays Larkin’s own feelings: 
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Hilda combed her hair 

  In their pink double room; 

   He heard the doom 

   Of ‘ Alone at last, dear’ 

   

He had momentary schemes 

Of pretending to sleep 

Then gave up hope – 

She lay in his arms. 

… [ Larkin’s ellipsis] 

 

 The next day dawned fine 

  But soon filled with clouds 

 Like dirty great birds : 

  It began to rain. 

 

 He lay all morning in bed 

  With a hard face ; 

 She did odd jobs in the house 

  Sullenly, as she always did. 

(Quoted from Swarbrick 9-10) 

The poem, ‘Planes Passing’ more explicitly expresses the onslaught of the war : 

   The guns 

  Tap the slack drum bed of the sky 

   Where separate bombers crawl,  

   Leaving soft trails of sound. 

  Time has run into the ground, 

   And the past squats upon the earth 

   Searching its fur for fleas. 
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  Is life drinking, will it ever lift  

   Its head from drinking, and move  

   Delicately in an undreamt direction? 

  Or have these threads 

   Drawn and redrawn in the flesh of night  

   Sewn a dead parcel to be stuffed and stink. 

  Under history’s stairs ? 

 

  The guns gave an immediate answer. 

(Quoted from Swarbick 10) 

‘July miniatures’ written in 1942 too is reminiscent of war: 

  

  Near one of the farms, sunk in the slopping fields,  

 A bunch of soldiers (on tactical energies) 

 Lounge smoking at a gate: they are very still; 

 Watching two men in shirtsleeves stacking the hay crop;  

 Above, unnoticed in the sunless skies,  

 A plane banks in a long descending circle 

 Preparing to land at the aerodrome, over the hill. 

(Quoted from Swarbrick 10) 

It is quite evident then that Larkin’s earlier poems are quite precisely, wartime poems and a return 

to its historical context which Larkin himself admitted openly : “ … had to live through the forties 

at one’s most impressionable time and … a lot of poems I wrote … were very much of the age” 

(Quoted from Swarbick 23)  

 The same idea is again emphasized in the poem, ‘A Stone Church Damaged by a Bomb’ 

(CP 269). As the name indicates, the poem brings before us the ravages of war, which had not only 

destroyed buildings, but also injured the people and hurt their faith in heart rending scenes that 

may have the power to revive the shriek of the reading public: 
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The dead are shapeless in the shapeless earth. 

... 

Beat when the birds are dumb.  

And men are buried, and leaves burnt  

(CP 269) 

The building had once stood as a symbol of faith, religion and tradition, but war-raids had 

disrupted the strong sense of “continuity” itself, that the church stood for. The despondency in the 

last stanza of the poem may remind us of the war poets of the First World War, who themselves 

might have witnessed the scenes described by Larkin. He writes as if he were present to see the 

wounds and sufferings inflicted on numberless people: 

 

Yet the wound, O see the wound 

 This petrified heart has taken, 

 Because, created deathless 

Nothing but death remained 

  To scatter magnificence; 

 And now what scaffold mind 

   Can rebuild experience 

  As coral is set budding under seas, 

   Though none, O none sees what pattern it is making? 

(CP 269) 

Another early poem which becomes significant in this light and was also written during the 

same period is, ‘New Year Poem’. The poem discusses a bomb-attack on Coventry and gives us a 

graphic account of the ruins of the city: 

 

These houses are deserted, felt over smashed windows,  

No milk on the step, a note pinned to the door 

Telling of departure: only shadows  

Move when in the day the sun is seen for an hour, 

Yet to me this decaying landscape has its uses: 

To make me remember, who is always inclined to forget? 
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That there is always a changing at the root, 

And a real world in which time really passes. 

(CP 255) 

Although such poems do not catch our attention in the beginning because of their deceptive titles, 

a careful reading opens up the dark secret of war. As Stephen Regan rightly suggests the poem: 

recreates a wartime setting where continuing normality prevails against sudden 

disruption, giving the city a strange and yet familiar appearance : house are 

deserted and windows are smashed, and yet buses and bicycles still occupy the 

roads. 

( PL 72) 

The poem is striking for its contextual similarity to that of Auden’s – ‘Song for the New Year’ in 

that it cautions its readers against harboring dangerous illusions and fantasies , for “all must take 

their warning/ From these brief dreams of unsuccessful charms”  (CP 256). 

 

 Conclusion: The lines show Larkin’s dissatisfaction over the changes and developments 

which were rapidly converting the landscapes of England into an industrial and welfare state. The 

war subsequently cleared the way for Larkin’s interest, pride and love for England and its 

traditions, which made for his way to “ scrupulously unremarkable figures for duty in poems as 

speakers rather than merely as suffering objects” (Motion 30). 
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